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Find out what the stars of
the new movie 'Max
Payne' have to say, page
68.

Check out thenews.org
everyday for daily videos
on subjects ranging from
the economy to sports, and
frequent blog updates.

Following its fourth consecutive conference win, the Murray State soccer team
heads to Morehead State University
tonight to take on the Eagles, page 18.
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Sprinkler system leaves Regents washed up.
Robin Phelps
News Editor

Call of Fame
One student found
out the hard way
that drinking and
driving don't mix.

OPINION, 5A

Face Off
Students argue the
role of women In
the military.

After a sprinkler in a sixth floor room
of Regents College was activated Oct. 9,
elevators temporarily stopped working,
ceiling tiles were displaced, carpeting in
study lounges was left soaked and the
interior of several rooms between the
third and sixth floors dripped with moisture.
At 10:12 p.m. a fire alarm was activated
when Erika Weatherly, freshman from
Fulton, Ky., set off the sprinkler in her
room while doing laundry.
Weatherly said she was doing laundry
Thursday night when she decided to temporarily hang her shirt on a clothes hanger from the sprinkler in the ceiling.
"We don't dry good clothes, we hang
them up," Weatherly said.

After the sprinklers activated,
the sixth floor was flooded, dis·
placing students until 2 a.m. Friday.
"If it's that easy and sen- (
sitive, then they should
make studen ts aware of
that," Weatherly said. "It's not
my fault the whole place is flooded.
I'm sorry for rhe inconvenience, but
accidents happen. All of this isn't
my fault."
Though Weatherly said she didn't
know the dangers of hanging articles
from the spr inklers, David Wilson, director of Housing, said students sign a contract before move-in, verifying awareness
of the residential college sprinkler systems and agreement to refrain from
touching them.
"It just comes down to common sense

to not hang anything from that
sort of device," Wilson said.
"You never know when you
could jar something or set it
off. The sprinkler system is
appropriate for the use it's
made for - to protect students in the building."
jeff Steen, environmental coordinator for Facilities Management,
said time taken to deactivate the
sprinklers was determined by the
fire department.
"When a sprinkler system activates,
Murray State does not shut the water off
until the fire department says so;• Steen
said.
Steen said Facilities Management
would take the steps necessary to monitor and remedy the situation as plumbers,
electricians, repairmen and Wet Vacs are

in place to clean, check humidity levels'
and cool the building to prevent mold. .
Many Regents students said they are
apprehensive about what will result from
their belongings being damaged.
Wilson said the University does not
have insurance for any property damages, but students should check their
homeowner's insurance or Board of
Claims through the state to help pay for
property replacement.
With the University Bookstore allowing Regents students to borrow books for
the semester, Housing granting free laundry services and through resident adviser
floor meetings, W ilson said the University is working to assist Regents students
and prevent similar incidents in the
future.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Editor-in-Chief
Many parents worry when sending their 18-year-old son or daughter
to college. But for one mother. that
fear became very real when she
received two frightening calls from
her daughter earlier this semester.
Mcaghan Pierce, freshman from
Owensboro, Ky.. experienced a
potentially dangerous situation with
a male student who repeatedly
showed up in her residential college
room and refused to leave, claiming
"he owned her soul'' in early Sep·
tember. A few weeks later she was
physically assaulted when an intoxi·
cated friend, another male student,
inadvertently hit her during a fight
between himself and a male student.
"My mom, after the second incident, she was freaking out and she
was ready to just pack up my stuff
and bring me home," Pierce said.
' Pierce appeared on "The Dr. Phil
Show" Tuesday for a segment called
"Campus Crisis," which discussed
assault on college campuses and
how students can protect them·
selves after her mother contacted
the show looking for advice.
Dr. Phil and Pierce's mother both
agree her too-nice attitude may have
gotten her into trouble.
"Like Dr. Phil said, I have to take
care of myself before I take care of
other people," Pierce said.
Pierce said she sometimes doesn't
think about the potential dangers
that may come with putting others
first.
"(Dr. Phil) was able to take the
approach of that maybe l had done
something that allowed for this to
happen, but that I didn't do something to cause this to happen," Pierce
said.
Pierce said since the incidents, she
is much more cautious and now
keeps the door to her residential college room locked at all times, never
walks alone and she keeps in con·
stant contact with friends so some·
one always knows her whereabouts.
She said she hopes her experience
can help others.
Pierce is working with Thomas
Kane, president of The College Safe·
ty Zone and author of"Protect Yourself at College," who also appeared
on the "Campus Crisis" segment, to
create an educational presentation
for high school students on how to
protect themselves when they go to
college.
Pierce said she is working with
some people to create a self-defense
class offered on campus. Pierce said
she hopes both projects are in
motion by the end of the school year.
"(College students) are young, we
are naive," Pierce said. "This is our
first time being away from.home on
our own and a lot of people haven't
bad to deal with this sort of situation. And we're figuring out things
for ourselves and sometimes that

Family, friends shocked
after student takes own
life in his home
Robin Phelps
News Editor

Lauren Lanham/The News

Meaohan Pierce. freshman from Owensboro, Ky., sits outside her residential college
where she was physically assaulted eartler In the semester.
happens the hard way.
"You know my situation could
have been a lot worse. Both of them
could have ended a lot worse than
they did and I'm just thankful that
they didn't because I wouldn't have
known, you know, what to do. Even
with what happened. I didn't know
what to do. That's something we all
need to have a sense of is how to
protect yourself; it's survival."
Pierce said both men live in her
residential college, and she has class
with one of them. She said though it
is sometimes awkward being around
them, she said she no longer feels
threatened by them.
"(Public Safety) did everything
they needed to," Pierce said.
Public Safety dealt with both of
Pierce's instances. David DeVoss,
director of Public Safety, said the
student who p hysically assaulted
Pierce was arrested for alcohol
intoxication and later plead guilty to
the minor assault charge.
''Relationships can be d ifficu lt,
and when one feels uncomfortable,
he/she should be both assertive and
use common sense p recautions,"
DeVoss said via e-mail. "Student
Affairs, Cou nseling and Testing
Center and the Women's Center are
all reliable resources to assist students. However, when one feels
threatened in any way, contact University Police immediately to discuss safety measures and othe r
options."
Jane Etheridge, director of the
Women's Center, said the victim is
not to blame.
"The victim can only reduce the
r isk of becoming a victim," Etheridge
said. "They do not prevent it. Only a
perpetrator can prevent it."
Etheridge said a lot of what the

Women's Center does is educate stud ents on prevention and protection.
She said a' lot of students inadvertently become a perpetrator because
they do something to make another
person feel uncomfortable without
realizing it . She said paying attention
to body language is key.
"Sometimes it's in the eye of the
beholder," Etheridge said.
Josh Jacobs, deputy to the President, said it is unfortunate when a
student is involved in something
such as Pierce's experience, but be
said ultimately Murray State has a
safe campus.
"I think that's important for all
students to know," Jacobs said. "And
as Dr. Phil pointed out, you have to
take some responsibility for protecting yourself and we offer programs
to help educate students on how to
do that."
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.ed wards@murraystate.edu.

Safety tips
• Never walk alone. EJQhty to 85 percent of colle9! crimes are studentto-student
• Umit alcohol Intake.
• Don't wear an IPod or visit an ATM
at niohl They are dlstractlno and
make students less aware of their
surroundInos.

·Chanoe up your routine so you
don't become predictable to a potential attacker.
• Give a friend your schedule so
someone always has an Idea of your
whereabouts.
lnfonnadon c:ourtfty ol "Thr Dr. Phil Show"

A member of Murray Christian Fellowship, a soldier
in the U.S. Army and a speech pathology major, the
death of Mark Higashimura, 25, senior from Puryear,
Tenn., came as a shock to his friends and family.
At 1 a.m. Monday. Higashimura was found dead by
the Henry County ambulance service, at his residence
in Puryear, from a self-inflicted gun shot wound to the
head from a hand gun.
Henry County Sheriff Monty .Belew said the Henry
County Sheriffs Office ruled Higashimura's death a suicide.
Kenneth Higashimura, Mark's brother and a senior at
Murray State, said he had a normal conversation with
his brother just days before his death and noticed no
warn.ing signs of an impending suicide.
uwe were just talking about homework," Kenneth
said. "He's a great guy, a great brother. a great son ... 1
just don't know what to say."
Though Kenneth could not say much about his brother, he acknowledged his passion for music and video
games.
"He'd be listening to jazz one minute then listening to
some metal band the next," Kenneth said.
With an aspiring career in speech pathology, Kenneth
said Mark wanted to assist those who were injured and
help them speak again.
While arrangements and services arc planned, Ken·
neth said he has appreciated the help from friends.
members of MCF and professors.
''They've been very supportive and understanding of·
the situation," Kenneth said.
Mike Kerrick, MCF campus minister, said he and stu·
dents at the fellowship were stunned to hear of Mark's
death.
"(Monday) was the big shock and (Tuesday) is the
deep breath afterward," Kerrick said Tuesday. "It's one
of those times when we really want to make sure students are cared for.''
Though Mark was a non-traditional commuter student with war experience, he seemed to adjust well to
the transition and re-entry to the country, Kerrick said.
"He was a great guy with a great sense of humor,"
Kerrick said. "I close my eyes and I picture him and he's
always got a smile. We're hurting because someone's
not here who usually is."
Ke rrick said be respects the University's sensitivity to
the event and appreciates the professors' understanding
of bereaving students.
The MCF held its weekly Wednesday night service,
but this one included a time to share stories about Mark
and a featured talk given by Bill Allbritten. director of
the Counseling and Testing Center, to provide University services for students in crisis.
Said Kenneth: "People need to be more aware of their
emotions. You are the only thing that can help you and
the only thing that can help you is to go someone and
talk about it."
Robin
Phelps
can
be
reached
at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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News Editor: Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor: Mia Walters
Ph one: 809-4468
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This week
Today
pm. yp

Saturday
,..

Sunday

iPl:

Winslow~ Hall

•7 p.m. Volleyball vs. Southeast
Missouri State: Racer Arena. free
•7:30 p;m. Cinema International:
"Here:" Curris Center 'I'beater, free
•8 p.m. Bull Blowout; Cherry AgricuJtwal Exposition Center. tickets
$10 .adults, $8 students with Racercard, $5 children l2 and under
•Murray State Invitational: PUrcell Tennis Courts, through Satur•
day

I

registration at 8:30 a.m.
• 9 a.m. Fall on the Farm: Pullen
Farm; ends ar 4 p.m.: call 809-3556
for mo~ information, SS
-.:.z p.m. Volleyball vs. :Eastern DUnois: Racer Aren.a. free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International;
"Here;" Curris Center 1b.eater, free
-8 p.m. Bull Blowout; Cherry Agricultural Exposition Center, tickets
,$10 adults, S8 students with Racer·
card. $5 children l2 and unde'

t

I

fif1 1:

1

Monday
-~ 1'.,.

1

Currls Center Large Ballroom,

Cree

.

\

l

1

Today
~

Arena
-5 p.m. RCA meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; open to public
•6 p.aa. Dinner at the Wesley
POUDdation, $1
e6:JO p.m. Puppy Party - obecU
enc:e and socialization; Carmen
PavUion. College Farm Road; 7591884 for more information. $20
•7:30 p.m. Ministry Open To All
Bible Study; 1606 Poplar St.: open
to public
ll~ull• Kmshl/ The Ne~

Now Playing
p.m. ~~lflii.J~
tJlliOCC~!tS
Democrats Debate; Curds Center
Barkley Room; open to public
•5 pa. CAB meeting; Curtis Center
ITe·nn~~$SI~e Room; open to public
p.m. Leadership Series Workshop:
Leadership; Curris Center
ississippi ·Room; open to public
•5 p.m. Red Cross Club meeting; Carr
Health room 104: open to public
•7 p.m. Volleyball vs. UT Martin:
Racer Arena, free

Police Beat
Oct. 9
12:33 a.m. Murray State Police
.tt College Circle arrested
· )ncob Burks, nonstudent from
Murray, for driving under the
influence. Murray State Police
also arrested Kaycee Motley,
nonstudent from Almo, Ky.. for
alcohol intoxication.
1:12 a.m. Following a call
reporting a verbal altercation
at College Courts, Murray
State Police arrested Ryan
Neal, nonstudent from Mayfield,
Ky., for alcohol intoxication.
10:12 p.m. A nrc alarm was activated at Regents College due
to clothes hanging on a sprinkler on the sixth floor. The
sixth floor was flooded. Central Plant, state fire marshal
and Murray State Environmental Safety and Health were
notified.

Oct.IO
1:01 a.m. Murray State Police at
Main Street issued a citation to

p.m.~~=

•5 p.m. SGA meeting; Curris Center
Barkley Room; open to public
•8 p.m. Ministry Open To All Fellowship; 1606 Poplar St.; open to public
•9 p.m. RA informational sessions:
Curris Center Stables: call809-23JO for
more information

Leah McCracken, junior from
Evansville, Ind., for speeding.
2:51 p.m. A caller reported a
persun trying to push another
person off the foot bridge over
Chestnut Street. An offker
took a report for fourth degree
assault. No contact was made
with the subject.
7:47 p.m. An officer reported
studl•nts riding bikes recklessly through the Residential Col·
lege Circle area. No contact
was made with the cyclists.

p.m.

Cinema International

:mtel~

"'Here• (Canada):
Oct. 16-18

neo Centefi free
•500 p.m. MESS meetlag; Catr
Room 103; open to pubUc
-6:30 p.m. ltfurray State Hillel:

"No End in Sight" (USA):
Oct. 23-25

Student Organization meed.os;
Health Room 104; open to pubUc

•7:30 J'& Sheryl Swoopes: "D e d iCll·l
tion IUld Determination; 'I'be
S1U:Ce$1;.. CUrris Oentet Ba.llroc)m.
•9 p.m. RA infonqational ses1nons:1
Curris Center Barkley Room

5:37 p.m. Murray State Police at
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot arrested Joshua Moore,
senior from New Harmony,
Ind., for driving under the
influence.
6:06 p.m. A caller from Stewart
St:~dium parking lot reported
someone had thrown a beanbag at their vehicle and dented
it. An officer took a report.
ll:S9 p.m. Following a call from
Lee Clark College, Murray
State Police arrested Mario
Allen, nonstudent from Paris,
Tenn.. on warrant for violation
of a domestic violence order.

Oct.ll
1:54 p.m. Following a report
that a vehicle backed into
another in Stewart Stadium
parking lot, Murray State
Police issued a citation to
Maghan Rogers. sophomore
from Princeton, Ky., for leav·
ing the scene of an accident.
5:30 p.m. Murray State Police
at 14th Stret.'t nnd Olive Boulevard issued a citation to Jim
Kim. nonstudent from Martin.
Tenn.. for reckless driving.

·3 p.m. Women's Soccer vs.
Austin Peay:
Cutchin Field.
free

·

Oct.l2
12:47 a.m. An officer at the tennis courts near Regents College checked on a possibly
drunk person. The person only
spoke Spanish, and the officer
transported them to tbc;ir residence.
8:48 p.m. Murray State I•olicc
at Five Points parking lot
issued a citation to Elizabeth
Dillon. nonstudent from Dex-

"The Host" (South Korea):
Oct. 30·Nov.l
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

ter, Ky., for speeding and not
maintaining insurance.
11:27 p.m. Murray State Police
at Speedway issued a citation
to jordan Gapp, junior from
Hopkinsville, Ky., for speeding.

Oct.l3
6:08 a.m. Officers were asked
to try to locate a stolen vehicle.
lQ-.52 a.m. A caller reported a
beagle running loose near
Sparks and Wilson halls. Ani·
mal Control was notified.
7:11 p.m. A caller at the foot
bridge over Chestnut Street
reported the fendng club was
on the bridge. Officers told
club members to move.

Coming Up
•Oct Zl: Crazy In love; 1 p.m.; Wrather

Museum; ends at 5 p.m., free

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Od.13
11!09 p.m. A caller reported a ~on
faDing off a bicycle nQmerous times
in the Q)lad. The penon bad been
drinldng. A cab company was notified for the person, who appellred tQ
be uninjured.
•
window. Students in the amp·
itheatrc were told to keep the
noise down. After a second
report. the students were
asked to go inside.
ll:lS p.m. A caller from
Franklin College requested an
offlcer check on a group kicking a soccer ball near a window. Officers asked the group
not to kick the ball by the window.

reported four children kicking
soccer balls on the courts. An
officer was contacted. Children were gone upon the officer's arrival.
8:22 p.m. A caller from College ·
Courts said there was a squirrel in the wall. Central Plant
was notified.

Oct.l4

Oct. IS

Motorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 5

12:06 a.m. A caller from Water-

6:15 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining hall said her
bike was locked on a rack bf
another person's bike lock. An
officer retrieved the bike.
8:17 p.m. . A caller from the
intramural field tennis courts

Mia Walters compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

field Library reported bc_ing
lOcked in the buildiJ18. A--.officer let the student ouL
3:25 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported loud
music and drums outside their

®Cil 2:)\Y/tj[ptJ~
high quality prints of photographs
News, at thenews.org and even
you won't find anywhere else.

INSERT
)
AWESOME PICTURE
(
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HERE

Saturday, November 1, 2008, 8:Npm
Curris Center Ballroom
General Admission
SIS MSU Students with MSU ID - $20 General Public
Tickets available October 17th in the SGA Office
Sponsored By:
Student Government Association - CAB - Murray State University
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'Refrigerator Man' celebrates 82nd birthday
Halley Kercheval

refrigerators to students and delivering directly to dorms rooms.
Robinson said he loves to tell
about the many experiences he's
had. He describes himself as an
interesting person.
"At least that's what my wife
thought," he said. "That's why she
married me.''
When he was 17, Robinson, the
youngest of 11 children, moved to
Michigan where he lived for 23
years.
· "I moved from Illinois in 1942
when World War II was happenin g,"
he said. "With so many men gone to
fight, they needed people to work in
the factories. I got a job working at
the Cadillac Motor Company for 14
years."
In 1957, Robinson was ordained as
a minister at Temple Baptist Chu rch
in Detroit.
''I'm what you call an evangelist
preacher," he said. "l don't actually •
lead a church. but I travel around
and preach where I'm wanted."
While Living in Michigan. Robinson married his first wife, Mary Elizabeth. Together they had three children: Karen. Patricia and Daniel.

Staff writer
Don Robinson taps his foot to the
beat of the soulful song he plays on
his harmonica. Ht.' closes his eyes
and rocks to the sound ac; he sits on
his living room couch. When his
song ends he looks up and says,
"Now that's what you call good harmonica playing."
Robinson proudly .shows off a p icture of himself from about 20 years
ago, holding his shiny red Gibson
electric guitar. He can play guitar
and sing, and has written three
gospel songs which he does not hes·
itatc to perform.
Originally from Harrisburg, 111 ..
Robinson will celebrate his 82nd
birthday Monday.
During the 1980s, Robinson was
known to Murray State students us
Don the Refrigerator Man.
"My oldest daughter was a student
at Murray State," Robinson said.
"We were looking for a dorm rcfrig·
erator for her, but there wasn't a
place around that rented them."
It was then Robinson began his
own business renting dorm-si:.:e

In 1965, the Robinson fam ily
moved to Murray, closer to Mary's
family, and Don has lived here ever
since. Mary passed away almost six
years ago.
Today Robinson and his wife, Virginia, whom he married in June of
last year, enjoy socializing and exercising at the Murray Calloway
County Senior C itizens Center.
T hey are also members of Memorial
Baptist Church and proud greatgrandparen ts of a little girl.
"I also love playing the harmonica
and the guitar," Robinson said. " I've
been p laying the harmonica since I
was 14."
Robinson said he has four secrets
to maintaining good health.
"First of all. you have to carry
Jesus with you all the time, not just
on Sundays. Second, exercise regularly. Third, be careful how much
you eat. It's not always what you're
eating, but that you're overeating.
And lastly, stay away from doc tors.
They get you on too much medicine."
Robinson said he does not take
medicine at all.
"I exercise almost every day at the

Phoro

1 ourte~oy

ol Don Kohinson

Don Robinson plays his Quitar an~ slnQs at his residence In Murray.
"You're young. you have a lot of
time to live," he said. "And don't be
afraid to ask other people's opinions
about things."
Hailey
K<.•rclJc\'al
can
be

senior citizens' center. eat good and
sleep good," he said. "That's why I
feel so young. And r have a lot of
fun." '
Robinson advised young people
"not to get in a hurry" with their
lives.

rc:achcd

ac

hailcy.kerchcl'al@>

murraystatc.c.:du.
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Opinion Edito r: Alaina Zanin
P h one: 809-5873

Our view

dless mid-tentts
Are mid-term grades truely helping students gage their progress in class?
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Finals week: Students can be seen
chugging mocha lattes, rubbing their
blood-shot eyes and sleeping on a mound
of reading material, dried up highlighters ·
and crumpled notebook paper, in hopes
they can cram e nough information into
their brains for their very last graded
assignment.
During finals week, it makes sense for
students to stress over their grades and
tests because it's their last chance to
demonstrate their knowledge and ability.
Yet, for mid-term grades, students
rarely. if ever, change the normal scholas-

tic behavior or freak out.
Why is this? Because mid-terms in
most classes are basically useless.
Many times, mid-term grades are only
based on a fraction of the total class
work. Both students and teachers are
hard pressed so early in the class to
assign a valid grade to class work.
Long term projects, papers, participation points and com prehensive final
examinations have drastic impacts on a
students overall grade and could not possibly be reflected in the mid-term.
While The Murray State New$ understands mid-term grading should be a tool
for students to see how they are doing in
their classes, this is not always the case.

Frequently. teachers don't feel com·
fortable assigning mid-term grades to
each student, so they will give a blanket
"B" or "P" to the entire class.
The News asks, how helpful is this
practice to students? Mid-terms do not
give accurate feedback.
The only real purpose the m id-term
grading period serves is creating more
work for teachers and more stress for
students.
While most teachers and students are
aware that in the majority of classes midterm grades are meaningless, other organizations such as athletic teams, sororities and fraternities have disciplinary
action tied to poor mid-term grades. In

effect, one poor test grade could result in
missing games, practices or meets.
The News understands students do
need feedback from their teachers on
their class performance.
But, isn't talking to them directly much
more effective than assigning an arbitrary grade?
In comparison to other universities,
such as Brown University and Yale, Murray State is behind the times in assigning
mid-term grades.
The News would like the University to
discuss the value of mid-term grades to
students and staff in order to enhance
the overall learning process at Murray
State.

what do you think•••
are mid-term grades useful to students?
"Mid-term grades are useful because they
give you an idea about your progress in a
class. They let you know if you need to
change your study habits, audit a class or
change your class altogether."
Keith Richie • Collinsville, Ky.
senior
"I don't think mid-term grades are necessary. If you are paying attention and are

involved in your classes. you should
already know where you stand."
Kimberly Marks • Madisonville. ky.
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''I think mid-term grades are very useful

I

when professors post them."

Sarah Norris • Louisville, Ky.
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junior
Lauren Bell/The News
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Palin is a miracle for SNL, but not for America

Casey
Northcutt
Casey Northcutt is
a senior from
Calvert City, Ky.

For the past several years, something has
been missing from my Saturday nights. I still
shun society past 10:30 p.m. and switch on the
television to hear the sound of jazzy saxophones.
I still snuggle up with a blanket, anticipating
the moment when the game show voice of Don
Pardo announces. "live from New York. it's
Saaaturday niiight" like the entire country has
just won the lottery. That NBC staple still has
enough magic in its quick-witted comedy to
make me turn the television to Channel Six
like a weekend job.
Recently. the skits just haven't been the
same. I haven't laughed quite so much at the
opening monologues and I haven't been particularly impressed by the presidential imperson·
ations. The fast-paced zaniness that marked
episodes 10 years ago has fallen flat, making
me nostalgic for sketches with gold shorts,
singing opera stars and Robert Goulet. It's just
depressing.
Sarah Palin, is NBC's new hope. She might
be a scary choice for vice president, but she
sure makes great SNL fodder. Once she
appeared out of frozen obscurity to join the
Republican ticket, she simultaneously shot
McCain's campaign into the headlines and
gave Tina Fey the opponunity for a brilliant
performance.
Not only do the two resemble each other
with an uncanniness found only in Olsen
movies, but she also provides Fey with an inexperienced background, a wealth of quirky
mannerisms and a funny accent to play with.
It's like the show enlisted fate as a producer.
"Saturday Night Live" has already produced
three epic skits with material provided by the

Alaskan governor. There was the opening bit
involving Fey as the Republican candidate and
Amy Poehler as Hillary Clinton. Poehler
played the former first lady who futilely sacrificed a portion of her life for a chance at the
presidency, and Fey played the hockey mom
who sacrificed very little and still achieved
more than Clinton.
1 felt like the show's writers interviewed
each woman, analyzed their psyches and blew
everything way out of proportion. It was perfect.
Then Palin gave the show another gift when
she agreed to an interview with Katie Couric.
The interview was painful to watch, as she
stumbled over words and lost her train of
thought, but Fey's parody was downright beautiful. It moved me.
If you've been keeping up with my blog
(which 1 will shamelessly say can be accessed
at blogs.thenews.org), you'll know I have yet to
choose who I will be voting for in November. 1
have determined. however, Sarah Palin could
never take over this country - even if she is
practically neighbors with Putin.
On a whimsical day, I imagine her wearing a
fishing hat and giving the Russian president
obscure advice like Wilson on "Home
Improvement: • But that's only on a whimsical
day. Any other time, I don't feel as optimistic.
But the silver lining in Palin's candidacy is if
McCain g~ts elected and she becomes his No.1,
she will surely improve the quality of one of
my favorite television shows. She has already
turned the tide of the season, which should get
better as political drama adds spice to the
sketches. For that contribution, I will be forever grateful.

Response to the 'Legalization of Marijuana,
Dear Editor,
A recent article ("Face Off: Should Marijuana be
Legalized? No," Sept. 19) examining marijuana legalization failed to consider the reality of the current situation, which is that despite 70 years of government propaganda and billions of taxpayer dollars wasted this
year alone combating conduct that millions of Americans engage in, we are losing the war on marijuana.
Notwithstanding Mr. McLaurine's reliance on arguments such as the gateway theory, a supposition that
has been repeatedly debunked by scientific studies in
recent years, to make his point, he does leave readers
with some good advice: Do your own research on the
issue and come to your own conclusions.
On that note, here's some numbers to consider. In
2007, police arrested a record 872,720 people for marijuana offenses. Almost 90 percent of those arrests
(775,138) were for possession only.
This means one American is arrested every 40 seconds for marijuana possession; not for growing marijuana, not for a marijuana-related DUI, not for giving
marijuana to a minor, but for simply having marijuana
on their person, or even worse, in the privacy of. their
home.
A marijuana violation can strip students of financial
aid, prohibit loving and capable adults from adopting a
child, block access to public housing and make it
impossible to secure employment.
When the harms associated with the laws governing
a drug do more harm than the drug itself, it's time to
rethink our policies and change those laws.

-Nathan Miller. Washington D.C.
Nathan Miller is a Kenrucky nativt', a attorney Mnd lt.>gisladvc ana·
lyst tor the Marijuana Policy l'roj«t in Washington, D.C., and a grad·
uate of the University of Louisville's Louis D. Brandeis School of
L.tw.
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Face Off

Zani~
Should women be allowed in combat?

Yes
Women are
equally as
capable as men

~DCUr~

No
Clayton Vertrees
senior
from
Owensboro, Ky.

Combat is
better-suited
for men

Nick Headley
senior
from
Owensboro, Ky.

Understanding the
devastation of anorexia

We saw her running
in and out of the trees
on the trails where our
team ran every Tuesday and Thursday.
Alex took second in
the two-mile the year
Pieces of dried. bloodstained
before.
tinue the fight. For some reason it
earth fly into the air. Selfless
She used to run with
is harder for males to witness sufAlaina
American servicemen rush on to
such
strength and
fering in women and children
the battlefield alongside their
ferocity, but now she
Zanin
than to witness it in males.
brothers. Riffle barrels burn under
just looked liked a
Why is it in any action movie
the desert sun and eyes blaze with
painfully over the hill
skeleton
shuffling
that when a man is struck by the
fiery patriotism as a handful of
in
front
of
us.
villain, we automatically think of
men push toward the fight's interiAlex passed away over Thanksgiving
the revenge owed to him, whereor. At the end of their surge, Amerthat
year, and there wasn't anything anyas when a woman is struck, we
ican brothers, sons and fathers find
one
could
do to help her.
are appalled?
Private Abigail standing dazed,
In the instance where the 1 Anorexia took her life and fo r the
fearing for the safety of her new,
longest time l couldn't understand why.
woman is struck, the anger that
yellow, S\Ulday dress.
Why couldn't anyone help her? Why
would have been felt if a man
In this situation, the concept of
couldn't
she just start eating again? How
were the recipient of the blow is
women in combat is terrifying.
did she get so bad, her poor little heart
instead
a
feeling
of
concern.
The
Pvt. Abigail could have cost the
just gave up?
answer is that there is a socially
lives of her rescuers.
As a high schooler, I just couldn't
instilled value in us that women
Luckily, Pvt. Abigail is a fantasy.
understand why someone would do that
are not to be the recipients of
Pvt. Abigail is offensive. Pvt. Abito themselves. T think my view wasn't
physical abuse.
gail represents a heritage of fragile
much different than the general public's.
The same idea applies to the
southern belles and submissive
But as a female college runner, I've
female counterparts.
Women should not be allowed
combat situation. lf a woman
June Cleavers vacuuming in pearls.
seen
anorexia rear its ugly head time and
Clearly, if female soldiers arc
to fight in the military alongside
becomes injured in a fight, the
Pvt. Abigail makes decisions under
time
again.
left unattended, they will quench
men. This view in no way comes
men in the platoon are going to
the all-knowing supervision of the
This
isn't an article to inform you about
from a sexist belief. I believe it to
their carnal desires with all men in
react differently than they would
nearest male figure. Pvt. Abigail is
the anorexia epidemic. This isn't to tell
be true women have the ability,
a hundred-mile radius. become
if a man were injured. The mere
more of a fabrication of male inseyou the warning signs of someone with an
mentally and physically, to do
pregnant and if time allows, sit
moment of hesitation spent on
curity than female inadequacy.
eating
disorder. This is to help you underany task men can do, but the abildown to a refreshing brunch.
concern fo r the well-being of the
In order to serve in combat, solstand the pain and anguish someone with
ity of a woman to function in a
Obviously, we must ensure the
injured female combatant could
diers must pass a series of tests.
an eating disorder goes through on a daily
combat situation has nothing to
safety of servicewomen who have
mean the difference between vicRegardless of a soldier's gender, if
basis.
already chosen to be deployed far,
do with why she should not serve
tory or defeat, or it could mean
a serviceman or woman can pass
Everyone has their little quirks with
far away from their precious
right next to a man.
the difference between one permandatory assessments, he or she
food, especially girls. We are taught at a
Chivalry is in no way dead, it
stoves.
soil dying or several people
should be allowed to serve in comyoung age we should never settle for the
has only changed in form. Here is
There must be space between
dying.
bat. If a man passes a service test,
bodies we have. There is always somethe problem in this hypothetical
the woman soldier and horrors of
The ability to shut off any emohe should be allowed to serve. If a
thing we can improve upon.
situation: You are in a co-ed comwar. What if these conditions
tional reaction is not purely
woman passes a service test, she
We want straighter hair, better skin,
bat situation, you are male and a
applied to male soldiers?
instinctual and helps our military
should be allowed to serve.
whiter
teeth. We wish we were taller,
fellow
comrade
becomes
woundImagine recruiting commercials
men complete t heir task effiRemember, when gathering troops
shorter, smaller or thinner.
ed in the fight. Let us consider
showing servicemen monitoring
ciently. Adding a female portion
for military operations, the more
We are sold products to achieve this
the proper, trained response to
ltaqi roadsides, holding pastel
to any battle situation will comtroops, the better.
super-woman,
super-model image.
this situation: Continue fighting,
umbrellas to shield their porcelain
plicate their ability to push these
Those opposed to female miliHere's
some
make-up for your face, a
casualties are expected and
skin from the rude, inconsiderate
feelings out. r am not saying it
tary service, however. believe
straightener for y~mr hair and a pill to
achieve your goal.
midday sky.
would be impossible for a male to
things are a little more complicatNobody focuses on the human
Now seeing as though you are
continue his mission if a female ,II give you tlie body"y"ol.l always wanted.
ed. Instead of e9.ual American citSuck it in, push it up, work it out and
male and you have been raised
weaknesses of male servicemen.
were injured, but this event will
izens, some seeJfurriale soldiers as
flaunt it if you got it, right?
under the same social constructs
Why should a separate set of rules
cause a moment of hesitation or
weak - even to the point of danWe try crazy crash diets in hopes of
as the majority of Americans,
apply to servicewomen? Female
concern.
gerous. In fact, in this mindset, serachieving
the waspy, paper-thin imagithen
your
reaction
to
the
soldiers sacrifice the same gift of
woundThis is not a sexist concern; it
vicewomen arc considered so
nary
body.
human life for their country as
ed will vary depending on their
is more of a concern of simpliciweak, they are almost to the point
This is not anorexia. This may consex.
men. Female combatants have just
ty. The fewer factors involved in
of clinical disability.
tribute
to anorexia and bulimia, but the
as much to lose in war as men. It
If it is a female who is wounda situation, the easier orders will
What if women were captured!?
reasons
behind why so many girls are
seems cruel to strip women of
be followed, actions will be made
ed, there is more of an urge to
According to. those opposed to
dying
to
be thin is far more complex.
their dignity before they even see
and goals will be completed. In
help her, but if it is a male who is
female military service, all women
Anorexia
is about internal pressure to
the enemy.
no way do I think women are less
wounded, then it is easier to conwill be raped the second they are
be the best. It's about having control over
efficient at ftring a weapon, carcaptured. In the same case, a male
your life. It is the inability to stop obsessrying their own weight or dealing
The
Candidates'
Views
prisoner of war will apparently
ing over food. Anorexia is a way to cope
with the mental or emotional
watch ESPN and talk about cars
on the inside with the pressure from the
McCain: Does not think women should have to register for the Selective Service. Does not strains of combat. I believe the outside.
with his captors because, of
biggest problem with women
course, men are never sexually
support officially openrng combat positions to women. According to his campaign. McCain
At the beginning, eating disorders are
fighting
along side men starts
assaulted.
like any other thing people use to cope
supports the current Department of Defense restrictions on women in combat units, includwith the men. It is through no
While men become stronger
with stress, such as alcohol or cigarettes.
ing armor. field artillery and special forces.
fault of men we react thls way.
through the tests of battle, those
It's much easier to stop the destructive
Obama:
"lhere was a t1me when African-Americans weren't allowed to serve in combat."
It is instead a socially formed
opposed to female combatants
behavior in the beginning, but eventually
Obama said. "And yet. when they did, not only did they perform brilliantly. but what also hap·
bias implemented from birth.
understand servicewomen's dark,
it's
like stopping a runaway train.
pened Is they helped to change America, and they helped to underscorethat we're equal. And
And because of this ingrained
natural state as temptresses motiCut back on calories, eat more fruits
I think that if women are registered for service •· not necessarily in combat roles. and I don't
male behavior toward women. l
vated to ignite unclean thoughts in
and vegetables and portion control, all
agree with the draft ··I think it will help to send amessage to my two daughters that they've
think women should not be
the minds of male soldiers. Oh, the
sound like healthy ways to lose weight
got obligations to this great country as well as boys do.''
allowed· to fight on the front lines
poor, naive male soldiers unfamiland diet. But think about someone who is
Source: post-gazetre.CI>Jll
with men.
iar to the toxic snares of their
a perfectionist, which most people who
have anorexia are. They take it to the
extreme.
They are in competition with themselves. Just one more ounce, just one
more inch, just one more pound. Just one
more mile, just one more sit-up. l don't
need food. Eating is a weakness. Just one
less meal, just one less bite, just one less
calorie.
And on and on, until your friends and
Whitney
family recognize the problem, but then it
Charolette
Harrod
is usually too late.
Kyle
Online
People with anorexia are conscious of
Features
A ssistant
Editor
the ramifications of their eating and exerEditor
Features Editor
cising behavior, but it's like dealing with
a crack addict. Everyday you wake up and
you know you shouldn't do crack. Crack
is bad. But some stressor triggers an emotion you don't want to dc~al with. and you
go do some crack - for the last time, of
course. Same scenario with eating disorders.
You wake-up with a choice: To eat or
"I would go to the Highlands of
"Dublin. I think I'm secretly Irish
not
eat, to give in or stay stong, to live or
"On a religious pilgrimage
Scotland and play a bit O'golf
die. I've stared anorexia in the face and
and my parents just fo rgot to tell
to see the birthplace
from the mountaintops.
finally, now, I do get it.
me. An Irish accent is the most
of Heath Ledger!'
Alex, I'm sorry no one could save you,
Perhaps I'd get a kilt and
quirky of all accents. Plus, I love
but maybe your story can help save somesmoke me a long pipe."
one else.
Irish stew and wooly sheep."

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Jason
Morrow

you could visit anywhere in the world, where would you go and why?

Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.e(iu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Students, faculty evaluate mid-terms
Megan Locke
Staff writer

"As much as I hate to figure
(mid-term grades) out, they
do serve a purpose."

The University posted student grades on
the PIN system last week but many students
remained oblivious.
While mid-term grades serve as a marker of
:iludent progress. some wonder about the purpose of assigning them.
- Lillian Daughaday
Some teachers choose to leave student
grades blank or deliberately assign everyone
associate professor and coordinator of the
the same grade. Other teachers let students
sociology program
know whether they are passing or failing. For
some, this inconsistency often leads to fruscially for freshmen and sophomore students.
tration.
"I think if students arc paying attention,
In conjunction with the posting of student . • they probably should have an idea (of how
grades, RacerNet posted a poll with the questhey are doing)," she said. "As much as I hate
tion: Are mid-term grades useful? As of Oct.
to figure (mid·term grades) out, they do serve
13, the poll measured just a slight advantage
a purpose."
with most students voting yes. Out of 805
Daughaday said grades arc an indicator of a
votes, 55.2H percent of students said midstudent's success, no matter how far along the
terms are useful. Of those opposed, 31.17 persemester has progressed.
cent voted no because they said they already
"l think (mid-terms) can be a signal to help
know where they stand, while 11.55 percent
avert failing a course," she said.
voted no because they said they do not check
naughaday said she typically tries to work
them.
in several different types of assignments
Lillian Daughaday, associate professor and
before mid-terms. so students' grades are not
coordinator of the sociology program, said
just based on one test score.
mid-term grades arc sometimes useful, cspe"J find myself scheduling around (mid-

'Freeheld~ p~nel

Across campus
Health Fair offers free flu shots

terms>." she said. "We shouldn't load everything right at the end. (Mid-terms are) are
good tool."
Christopher Missig, senior from Madisonville, Ky .. said not enough grades are availablt> to determine a student's tme abilities in
the course.
"I think they should change the time the
mid-term grades come out," he said. "I don·t
think the grades are really that useful because
they actually come out before most students
take mid·h:rms."
Missig said, however, he likes grading system because it provides an indicator of his
progress throughout the semester.
"(Mid-terms) let me know what I have to do
the rest of the semester to raise my grade," he
said.
Nicole Farris, junior from Mayfield, Ky.,
does not find mid·term grades useful for students.
"(Mid-term grades) don't matter once final
grades are posted.'' she said. "I didn't even
know the mid-term grades had been posted
until (Monday). A lot of teachers don't even
post the true grade. If they posted what (the
real grade) was, it might be more helpful."
Megan Locke can be reached
mcgan.Jockc@murraystatc.edu.

The student health fair is from 3:30 to 6:30
p.m. on Thursday at the Wellness Center. The
event is free for all Murray State students.
The health fair includes free muscular
endurance and body composition testing.
The fair will al&Q feature amateur body
. builders.

Who's Who appHcatioas due
.Applications for the 2008-2009 Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges ate.! available in the Student
Affairs office in 116 Ordway Hall or oDline at
murraystate.edu/secsv/wboswho/whowho.pd{.
The deadline for application submiS$ion Is
Oct. 31.
Students graduating in December 2008 or
May or August 2009 with at least a 3.0 GPA
and who have demonstrated campus and community leadership involvermnt 11re eligible.

Society deadline approaches
Omicron Delta Kappa Leadusbip honor
society applications are due by 4:30 p.m. today.
Students may pick up applications at Student
Affairs, in Residendal Colleges, the Marvin D.
Mills Multicultural Center, the Honors Program and the Student Government Association
offices.
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AshleeCobb
Staff writer
Murray State Alliance and the
Murray State Women's Center sponsored the showing of the short film
"Frccheld" Tuesday at Mason Auditorium to promote fairness for the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community.
Murray State Alliance president
Anthony Jones, senior from Union
City. Tenn., strongly advocates the
viewing of this film. He says the
I.GBT community does not want
s pecial treatment, just the same
treatment as heterosexual individuals. He said the film accurately displays this idea.
"The same rules should apply to
homosexual couples that apply to
heterosexual couples," Jones said. "I
hope the film will show viewers that
LGBT issues do affect everyone. The
things we advocate for arc not special rights: they are rights that do
affect everyone and some people
take them for granted. We arc everyduy people. not a special class of

Robin Phclr,sf7ht• N e w .;

Students discuss the film 'Freeheld' In Mason Hall AuditoriumTuesday night
people.l think this ftlm (showed) that"
Jody Cofer, Murray State's institutional LGHT liaison, also co-sponsored the showing of this documentary. He ~aid everyone should sel~
the film so they can consider change.
These little steps will one day make

a huge difference, he said.
..Everyone should (watch) the film
because it takes a controversial matter, one that some people will not or
cannot address. and tells it through a
real life story," Cofer said. "These
movies move people. The film is a

good way to break down the barrier
that some people have where they
j\1St can't talk about it. The ft.lm puts
it in a real life scenario, when: a
woman died, and right up until her
death, she was trying to change the
law in her county. Detective Lt. Hester's story is a race ugainst life's
clock with an added twist that too
many LGBT people face. I'll never
understand why human beings push
themselves to tragedy to bring about
change. How many more of these
heartbreaking stories do we have to
have. folks?"
The Academy Award-winning
film promotes ideas of fairness and
equality for the LGBT community.
The documentary follows the story
of Lt. Laurel Hester, recently diagnosed with terminal cancer, and her
partner, Stacie Andree. The pair try
to convince their local administra·
tion to allow Andree to receive Hes·
tcr's pension after she dies, an automatic option for heterosexual couples. Without Hester's pension,
Andree would lose the house and
part of the life she built with Hester.

she fights not just for herself and her ;1
partner but for the emire I.GBT ::
community, until her death.
:
After the movie, a discussion ::
'
panel composed of faculty, staff and •:
students - Bill Allbritten. director of ::
the Counseling and Testing Ceo"ter; :l
Ann Beck, associate professor of 'I
government and law: Reika Ebert. ' 1
assodate professor of modern languagcs; Llena Chavis, lecturer of l
social work and Teresa Ray, senior •:
from Murray - discussed issues the •'
fllm addressed and offered commentary about the documentary.
"We should look at the issue as: Is
it a rights issue or a moral issue? All 1
they are asking for is justice; justice ::
is defined as humane,'' Chavis said. 'l
"It is a fundamental value that every- :
one should be treated like a human
being."
"Freeheld" is available for rental at
the Murray State Women's Center
Library. For more information ubout
LGBT issues, call 809-3192.
1

!

Ashlec Cobb can be reached at I
ash/ce.cobb@murrnvstatc.edu.
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501 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1627

11 a.m.- 10 p.m.
7 Days a week

314 Main St.
Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-6392
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We can take reservations for groups
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Junior running back Charlie Jordan slides by defense back Corbin Miles in Saturday's game against Tennessee Tech. Jordan ran for two touchdowns in 12 carries and 43 yards against the Golden Eagles.
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iicky Martin
aff writer

A third straight victory ln as many weeks is
e thought on the minds of players, coaches
nd fans this weekend as the Racers travel to
~~ncksonville, Ala., to square off against the
~amecocks of Jacksonville State.
~ The Gamecocks, 4-2 (2-1 OVC), hope to
·~bound from an unexpected 38-35 loss at the
~ands of Eastern K.entucky last week, while the
[i!acers are riding a hot streak into Jacksonville
~s winners of their last two, including a 51-21
~ictory against Tennessee Tech in the Homecorning game Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Despite the loss to EKU, Head Coach Jack
Crowe's Gamecocks remain ranked in the
Football Championship Subdivision polls at
No. 23, and are a perfect 2-0 at home this season.
Jacksonville State is led by junior quarterback Ryan Perrilloux, a former standout player
at Louisiana State University until his indefi-

nate suspension by Head Coach Les Miles for
violating team rules. In May of this year, Miles
kicked Perrilloux off of the team for "not fulfilling his obligation" as an LSU student-achlete. Perrilloux was named Most Va.l uable Player of the 2007 SEC Championship game as a
member of the Tigers.
Murray State has an answer for the highpowered, Perrilloux-led offense, however.
Senior linebacker Nathan Williams, who will
enter this weekend as the leading tackler in the
nation, will look to contest the Gamecock's
offense led by offensive coordinator Ronnie
Letson.
Williams is the only player in college football
this season with more than 100 tackles. He has
accumulated 105 to this point, including his 19
tackle performance this past weekend against
Tennessee Tech.
Murray State was lights out in its previous
two games, scoring a CO!llbined total of 83
points while only allowing 33.
Saturday, the Racers lit up the scoreboard

netting 645 yards of total offense on 77 plays
with an average of 8.4 yards per play. On the
opposing side, the defense only allowed 342
yards of total offense on 71 plays, an average of
4.8 yards per play.
The Racers were led on offense by sophomore quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt and senior run·
ning back Paul McKinnis. Ehrhardt completed
22 of his 29 passes, throwing for 330 yards and
two touchdowns with zero picks, while McKinnis led the ground attack for Murray State
accumulating 171 yards on 19 carries with three
touchdowns.
Junior wide receiver Derrick Townsel also
made a huge contribution to the Racer offense,
catching 11 passes for 199 yards and a touch·
down.
.Junior running back Charlie Jordan ran in
two scores for the Racers on his 12 carries for
43 yards and sophomore wide receiver Marcus
Harris found paydirt as well, catching five
passes for 52 yards.
The defense for the Racers showed up big

once again picking off the opposing quarterback duo of Lee Sweeney and Josh lowery a
combined three times. One of the interceptions
for the Racers was picked off by junior defensive tackle Will Roach, the first interception by
a Racer defensive lineman since 1999 against
Kentucky Wesleyan. Sophomore cornerback
Harry McCall and junior linebacker Tamar
Butler were the other two Racers with interceptions.
• •
"When you win you get a little more confidence," Head Coach Matt Griffin. "You get ·a
little bit of a rerum on your investment. They
feel good about the work they put in the prior
week. It's a great time to stress how important
that body of work is during the week."
Williams and McCall led the defense unit in
tackles, as the defense allowed only 62 yards
rushing on 23 att~mpts.
Kickoff for tomorrow's matchup is set for 4
p.m. at Paul Snow Stadium in Jacksonville, Ala.

Ricky Martin can be reached
richard.martin@murraystatc.edu.
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Soccer looks to continue streak
Murray State's soccer team will hit the road for a weekend of conference play at No.3 Morehead State Universi:.. at 6 p.m. tonight followed by a noon game Sunday at
o. 2 Eastern Kentucky University.
"We have tWo tough games coming up," Head Coach
Bet!). Acreman said. "Both teams played good soccer last
season. We're working hard, making sure that the basics
are done correctly and that the team is peaking at the
right time. We have to prepare for quality competition."
The Racers continued their dominance in Ohio Valley
onference play Friday, defeating Jacksonville State 4-0,
in their fourth consecutive win.
The fust half was a battle of the defenses, as the Racer
back line assisted sophomore goalie Tara Isbell in her
fifth shutout of the season.
Sophomore midfielder Katie Wilson, assisted by
sophomore Audrey Wilson, chipped the ball in from five
• 'yards out 60:42 into the game. Seven minutes later,
sophomore forward Kalli McCoy took a loose ball in from
10 yards for her fourth goal of the season.
"We ~ere trying to 'dribble at their back line," McCoy
said. "l kept the ball al my feet and worked on getting
inside the box for low shots."
McCoy sent a long bouncing pass to sophomore midfielder Laken Dirkes, who deflected the ball in with 71:20
gone on the clock. Sophomore defender Rebecca Shultz
aled the deal with the fmal goal for the Racers with 16
inutes left in the game, scoring off of a corner kick.
"It feels awesome to be at the top of OVC play," senior
rward Krista Muilkens said. "After three years it feels
ood that the five seniors are leading. It's nice to see the
ounger players stepping up. This feels like our year.''
The Racers sit in a seven game unbeaten streak, howcr. their four-game winning streak was ended in a 0·0
e at Alabama A&M on Sunday. bringing their overall
cord to 8-4-2.
' "It was a tough game," Acreman said. "Obviously, we
ad a conference game beforehand. It gave us time to

!

work on some things. When you play a non-conference
team in the middle of conference play at this part of the
season, it's important to come away with no injuries,
which we did."
Murray State sophomore goalie Tara Isbell earned the
OVC Goalkeeper of the Week honor for her second time
this season. She was accredited with the two shutouts last
weekend with 16 saves in her 200 minutes played. With
six shutouts in the season and 10 in her Murray State
career, lsbell sits five away from the Murray State record.
"Our defense is doing a good job," Isbell said. "1 haven't
felt like I've made any super saves. The saves have been
pretty bask. I've only had to go to the bottom corner a
couple of times this year."
The Racers outshot Alabama A&M 32-19, but were
unable to send a ball in for the goal. Isbell and her
defense, led by senior forward Melisa Curry, were the
key components in the draw.
"Every game is a new challenge," freshman midfielder
]enna Fioranelli, who earned OVC Defensive Player of
the Week in the first week of conference play, said. "It's
an honor to be able to step on the field and represent
Murray State. Starting out my freshman year undefeated
in the OVC feels great It shows our potential and the
heights we can reach in the next few seasons."
This game was the second double-overtime match the
Racers participated in this season, resulting in ties.
"It was a good test to our fitness at this point in the season," Acreman said. "Our players did a good job holding
the shutout."
.
Murray State prepared all week, concentrating on win·
ning and maintaining their first place spot in the OVC.
"It feels really good to be undefeated at No. 1, but the
pressure is definitely mounting," Isbell said. "Everyone's
gunning for us. We just need to focus on us and what it
takes for us to win each game."
Competition at Cutchin Field resumes next weekend
with Austin Peay at 3 p.m. Friday and Tennessee Tech at
1 p.m. Sunday.

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Sophomore mldfielder Katie Wilson weaves through the defense at a game this fall.
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[Racers honor senior du~
Volleyball
COllege football wrap-up returns
I home 1
S~?1bf!~~~~n~osmg unb••••n ,••m, I . ~C slate
0
1

I

~or
~

·c;klahom.a, Missouri and LSU all went
down this past _weck~nd and the .college

• The Red Rtver
Rivalry was all that
was advertised and
more.
Oklahoma
Kyle Rogers
took an early lead
Staff writer
and seemed to be in
The Racer volleyball team hopes
control. Yet with a
to pick up two Ohio Valley Conferlack of defense on
ence wins this weekend after going
both sides, Colt
MacAllister
l-1 last weekend.
McCoy and the
Assistant
The senior duo of lihero Heather
Sports Editor
Longhorns won the
Norris and outside hitter Alison
second half, ulti·
Mugler will receive honors tonight
mately winning the game. The Sooners
for their record-setting accomplishcguldn't score every possession, nor could
ments this season.
they get a stop and it didn't bode well for
Norris recently claimed the No. I
Sam Bradford and Oklahoma.
The Missouri Tigers shouldn't have lis- 'spot on the Murray State All-Time
Digs list, while Mugler earned her
tened to the "experts" and all the people
telling them that Oklahoma State couldn't lOOOth kill earlier this season
win~ Chase Daniel didn't look like a Hds- ' against Austin Peay.
Murray State will host Southeast
ma~~. candidate and the Missouri defense
Couldn't stop zac Robinson and one of the Missouri State and Eastern Illinois.
after defeating Jacksonville State
most underrated offenses in the nation.
Robinson has a 71 percent completion rat- and dropping a game to Tennessee
Tech.
ing'and 12 touchdowns this year.
"We have to win to get into the
The Bayou Bengals of LSU didn't know
OVC tournament," Head Coach
what hit them Saturday night in the
David Schwepker said. wwe had a
Sw~mp. Tim Tebow's emotional postbig meeting and we basically said
game comments after the loss to Ole Miss
we have to win on Saturday, We
ratig in the ears of LSU coach Les Miles as
ttie Gators picked apart the Tigers. Tcbow shouldn't have won, but we ended
up winning in three. We don't care
pll~ together his best performance of the
if it's pretty or ugly, we don't care
~as'On after promising to work harder and
prepare better. He had 210 yards through about any of that, but we have to
th'e air two touchdowns and one TD rush- win."
The Racers did just that, winning
ing.'
This week there is another slate of 26-24, 25-22 and 25-23 against the
Gamecocks. In that game, Norris
games carrying BCS implications. No. 22
Vanderbilt travels to No. 10 Georgia. The did something no other Racer in
histor}' has ever done.
Cbm.modores stumbled against Mississippi
Norris recorded her 1,995th
State last week and neither team can afford
career dig, leaving her No. I all time
another loss if they want to stay in the BCS
h'Unt. Vanderbilt has chosen to start junior at Murray State. Norris ended the
MaCkenzie Adams after a poor perfor- game with 1.996 career digs, moving
her past Kim Koehler, who recordmince from Chris Nickson in the last few
games. The Bulldogs h!lvc seemingly ed hl·r l,994th dig in 1990,
ult's a huge milestone," SchwepreC'overed from the "Bamagate" incident
ker said. "Since Ht~ather's been
and "are firing on all cylinders.
playing. the game has gotten short·
; No. 16 Kansas heads to No.4 Oklahoma
in a- game that the Sooners need to stay er. So there's less opportunity in
ali-ve and the Jayhawks need for legitima- Some ways to get that many digs :IS
opposed to what the athletes in the
cy. The Sooners should bounce back from
past have. We play U matches fewer
!list week and the defense will come out
hUttgry. The Jayhawks had a little trouble than what they did in the past, so
she's really earned in this short of
with Colorado last week and will need to
time to be able to get that many
plaY: much better this week. Oklahoma has
histary on their side in winning the last 21 digs. It's a huge accomplishment."
rreshman .setter Jade Guo paced
me~tings between the two teams inside
the Racers against Jacksonville
Memorial Stadium.
Arguably the biggest game of the week- state with eight kills and 20 assbts.
Sophomore middle blocker Sara
end comes out of Texas, where No.ll MisHayden followed with seven kills
stmri has to bounce back quickly and play
and leads the Racers with a 357 hitthe·newly dubbed No. I Texas Longhorns.
Texas will need a repeat performance on
offense this week to beat a ridiculously
prOductive offense from Missouri. ESPN
"Instant Classic" anybody?
· This leads us into this week's pep talk.
Last week Texas produced and beat the
Sooners. This week's talk goes against the
LOnghorns to the Missouri Tigers. Mis~outi, I'm really sorry you didn't show up
last·'Wcek and this couldn't be a No. 1 vs.
No: 3 match-up. but you need to get over it.
You still have one of the most prolific
offenses in the country and a dynamic duo
ia·Cbase Daniel and Jeremy Maclin. Everyone is counting you out. but you have to
take pride in yourself and knock off the
Longhorns. If you don't win this game the
BCS is going to be a pipedream. so don't let
that happen!
• The first mid-season Mac Award goes to
the best team up to this point: The Alabama Crimson Tide. Despite narrow wins
• over Tulane and Kentucky, the Crimson
Tide got it done, and particularly in big
games.
The surprise team Mac A ward goes to
ttie'Penn State Nittany Lions. Joe Pa'.s team
is playing in "HD" and is destroying all
opponents in their path.
~ · ne final Mac Award of the week is the
9 tiuh?" award. This goes to the Web site
fOrmerly known as ftrerich.com. The Web
site' was devoted to the firing of Michigan
Head Coach Rich Rodriguez. Rodriguez is
in his ftrst season and they're already callirtg for his head. A little premature, maybe?

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallistcr@murraystate.edu.

Above: The Racers complete apassinQ drill in practice on Tuesday. The team will host Southeast Missouri State University tonight at
,1 p.rit. and Eastern Illinois at 2p.m. tomorrow. Below: freshman middle blocker Mary Cunningham leaps for an attack durlnQ practice.
ting percentage.
Murray State will welcome
SEMO intll Racer An:na Friday
evening.
Irs the first meeting between the
Racers and the Redhawks this st~ason.
Last year, Murray State swept
SEMO, not dropping a single set.
This season, SEMO is 7-7 overall. 53 in the OVC. The m:11ch is set to
!>tart at 7 p.m.
Un Saturday, Eastern Illinois will
come to town t\l take lll\ the Racers
for the SI!Cond time this season.
The Racers defeated the Panthers
3-ll on Sept. 30. EIU hrings a 4·14
overall record, 1-7 in thu ave.
Along with its matches, the volleyball team is focused on an
upcoming cvt.•nt they hope will help
not only people nationall}' but also
someone dose to them.

Women's tennis kicks off
against Belmont Universi~~

'I
I

Tim MacAllister

Assistant Sports Editor

Sophomore Alexis Webb makes a shot at a preseason practice.
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The women's !l'nnis team will open its
fall season this weekend. The Racers are
scheduled to host its invit in a wurnament-stylc mat(·h ;1gainst Belmont University.
··sume thoroughbreds are ready to
showcase," women's tennis Head Coach
Connie Keasling said, and her team is prepan.'d to host the Murray State Invite.
The Racers took on Belmont last year
in a close match ending in a win for the
Bntins, 4-3.
Tlll' n1vo teams tied in singles matches
3-3, but the Bruins took the upper hand in
the Joublcs matches to take the head-tohead <:ontest.
This year the Racers arc returning their
entin.' team. while adding freshman Cassidy Cunditz.
The Racers, several weeks removed
from the Steve Baras tournament in
which the Racers had seniors Adriana
Alvar.:-z and junior Lynscy Ottosen, won
thl' 81 Jlight doubles championship.
The senior pair of Anne Pennington
and freshman Cassidy Cunitz advanced to
the finals of the AI flight.
Keasling said she teamed the pair so

Eyecare Specialties

Currently seeking
student to work on
company website.
Will make an hourly rate.

Call 270-759-4556 ·

The Racers have announced the
Swinging To Eliminate Cancer
event will take place during their
matches Nov. 14 and 15.
Schwepker's wife, Kendra, was
di:tgnqscd with a brain tumor in
2004. Support from tht• community
poured in, a nd now team members
w:mt to make sure others receive
the same help.
"I think an event like this is
important because not only docs it
bring us together as a team, but it
:tlso helps us to reach out to the
community," Norris s;1id. "We can
show the community that we are
not just a vollt•yball team, but solid
citizens as well."
Donations can be made in two
ways, a flat donation or a set
amount per swing from both teams.
Kyle Rogers can he reached at
kylc.rogcrs@)murraystate.cdu.

• Most insurance acct>ptcd
• All types of contaclS

Murray State Employees
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Wild . . bEn-y

308 S. I2tlt St., Murray

2 70· 759-2500
• l.a~('r vision surgNy comultations
• Budget & dt·signer cycwt>ar

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST

Pennington could serve as a mentor.
"Anne is one of the best doubles play;crs you cuuld evl~r recruit," Keasling said-J
"She is a leader and a cuach un the cour~
Cassidy has treml·ndous strl'ngths and i~
willing to learn how to usc those;
strengths to play college duublcs."
This weekend is the first time the Rae~
cr~ will play a home tournament in fal~
since 2004. The invitational against Bel~
mont Saturday will feature I(• singles
match(•S and t!ight doubles matches.
"We're really excited and looking fnr~
ward to playing at home and in tht.• fall.,
Keasling said. "I think the girls arc 'look"
ing forward to playing at hllme."
•'
There arc also several intangible;
Keasling said will help the rc.1m in this
match.
"The presence oi leadership, that is the
thing you just can't put your finger on,''
Keasling said. "You don't realize it but we
really will h:lVe leadership out there. Wt~
are aggressive and that makes really good
doubles but we need to calm it down a lit•
tic more in singles to win on Saturday."
Keasling said the Racers aw hoping tq
continue tn preparl! for the non conference and OVC matchups in the spring.
Tim MacAllister c.1n bL: rcachl•d at
timothy.macallistcr@>murmystatc.edu,
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Organizations offer program~:
to lure youth outdoors :·.

ond out of six. at the UE-hosted MidAmerica Opener.
''One of the good things is that
Evansville has <1 fast course, because of
all the rolling hills," Crawford said.
"Having previously run there is a plus,
because you know the outline of the
course, every turn, every spot where
you know you should pick up the pace
and where people will try to pass you."
Where the women's cross country
team has history on its side, the men's
team is counting on strong performanct:s out of every team member.
The men's team finished nine out of 13
last season and fifth out of eight at the
Mid-America Opener this season.
freshman runn~r Jordan Nikolaisan
is coming off a personal season best in
the Sk from last weekend's Greater
Louisville Classic, where he ran a
27:00.29, and expects an even better
time at Evansville.
"The biggest differences for me in
college running compared to high
school running are the longer distances and not being in the front of the
pack all the time," Nikolaisan said.
"Since the races arc longer in college
(Sk as opposed to Sk), I have to force
myself to be patient. If I get too eager
and make a big move too early ... I'll
wind up fading at the end.
With the OVC Championships
approaching, the men and women's
teams hope for a strong finish this
weekend to help boost their moral and
coast them into the championship.
Jones: " I'm looking forward to some
com pet it ion at the meet this weekend
and hopefully it will be a confidence
booster for the conference meet."

Even though I remember it like it ~~s
yesterday, I have the first bass I eve.r
caught mounted on my wall: a four pound
largemouth I caught when I was five. . •
This
was
my
introduction to the
outdoors. I have
been hooked ever
since. I often think
about what kind of
life it would be if my
brother hadn't intro" ,
duced me to the
thrills of nature.
Steve
Unfor t unately,
Miller
many children are Outdoor collllllJlist "
missing out on the
opportunity to get in
, ...
touch with nature and the results could.be
disastrous.
Nature Deficit Disorder, a term coiped
by Richard Louv in his 2005 book "Last
Child in the Woods," refers to th e allege.d
trend that children are spending less 9Jne
outdoors. resulting in a wide range . gf
behavioral problems.
The book uses sound research and testing to prove interaction with nature is pivotal in the physical mental and spiritual
development of children, and the outdoors
can be useful in counteracting depression,
attention deficit disorder and obesity. But
as p rescriptions for antidepressants are on
the rise for children, their participation.jn
hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation is
falling.
. ,
We can probably point the finger . of
blame in numerous directions; from
neglectful parents to the sensational
media, but let's not focus on blame and
instead look toward solutions. Organiza;·
tions like Pass It On Outdoor Mentors and
Juniors Acquiring Knowledge, Ethics ;utd
Sportsmanship make initiating youth to
the outdoors its primary focus. Retailt>r:>
like Cabela's and Bass Pro Shops hosts tt
variety of outdoor events across ih~
nation. More than 70 outdoor skills .;ue
offerei:f at Bass Pro Shops Wonders o£ the
Outdoor World classes each year. State
conservation agencies offer everything
from organized skills classes to nature centers where visitors can learn about the outdoors at their own pace.
,
,
All of the organized outdoor programS~
being offered today are a step in the right
direction, but there is nothing that . can
replace the influence of a father, mother,
uncle or personal mentor who takes. a
child, or friend. one-on-one into the ,out-.
doors.
,· .
I feel forever indebted to those people
who established the outdoors lifestyle,intQ
my psyche at a young age. One way .to
express my appreciation is doing the same
to those around me. It is not a difficult
thing to do. Most kids are captivated by.ttl,e
phenomenon of natural world. The oiJ.IY.
thing it takes is your time.
•. 1
Just this past summer I had the honor·of
taking my 7-year-old niece and her friend
fishing. I took them to the same place , i
caught my first bass and got to relive that
excitement all over again. T he look _o n
their faces when th eir bobber went under
can't be caused by video games, televisiOJl
or computers.
Luck was on our side that night as we
caught bass, bluegill, crappie and bullheaci
We came away from that outdoor experience just as I do with any; more connected
to ourselves, each other, other outdoorsmen and the natural world around us. We
know who we are and how we fit into .the
scheme of the big picture of life. The girls
were enthralled and could not wait to .go
again. My niece even took an interest. in
the numerous issues of hunting and fis\ti.Qg
magazines lying around the house .and
watching the Outdoor Channel insteaj-1. ~f
The Disney Channel.
•
I admit it, I am guilty of romanticiziQg
my time spent in the woods and on , the
water, but I am not writing this for an e~r
cise in nostalgia. It is much more than ttiat,
but it doesn't have to be so romantic to us.
That rock in the backyard may seem ·like
just a piece of scenery to you, but turn it
over and it is a wonder to children. At the
risk of sounding cliche, the future of hunting, fishing and conservation depends on
the future generations.

WjJJ Pinkston can be reached at
william.pinkston@murraystatc.cdu.

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.millcr@murraystate.edu.
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Junior Samantha Erwin jumps over an oxford in a stadium hunter jumper course Oct. 5 at the Sewanee University of the South Horse Show.

Equestrian competes in Sewanee
Alison Mugler

Point Team.
The club is a member of the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association, which includes 291
teams and 5,193 total riders throughout the U.S.
The team, who his currently first in the region:
will participate in eight competition.c;, placing
them accordingly in the regional tournament,
also hl'ld ut the University of the South.
The woml!n must win one of the three zone
tournaments. which includes teams from around
the U.S. They must finish third or better at zones
to compete in the National T ournament, held at
Middle Tennessee State.
Last year, the team competed in the Natillnal

Sports Editor
The Murray State Equestrian Club competed at
Sewanee University of the South Horse Show.
Oct. 4 and 5.
The Hunt team had a strong showing Saturday
as they won the High Point Team.
The women were led hy :mphomorc MeUssa
Iskra and junior Samantha Hr"•'in who were both
chosen as res erve high point riders for the comp etition. Iskra finished first.:in both the jump class
and the flat class. earning 14 total points. while
Erwin helped the Racers win the Rcscrw High

Tournament held in California.
The women sent three riders to the tournament with two finishing in the top 18 and one
placing fourth .
Head Coach Sam Robinson said she has high
expectations for the next competition. Friday and
Oct. 26, as the team is making progress towards
becoming a NCAA Varsity sport.
"I have very high expectations for the competition," Robinson said. "We should place very high,
provided our riders ride well. I feel like we will
do we ll again at th e next competition."

Alison Muglcr can be reached at alison.
muglt•r@murraysrate.edu.

Racers travel to Evansville,
OVC Championships approach
1

Will Pinkston
Staff writer
The Murray State men's and women's cross country teams will travel to
Evansville, Ind., this weekend to compete in the University of Evansville
Invitational.
The UE Aces Invitational is the last
competition both teams will compete
in before the Nov. 1 OVC Championships in Cape Girardeau.
With the OVC Championships lin·
gering just around the bend, hoth
teams are striving for strong performances from their top runners.
"This is our last meet before conference, so I want to have a good race and
carry that into the conference meet on
the first," sophomore Katelrn Jones
said.
Jones broke two personal season
bests for the Racers the last two ml'cts
:u Southern Illinois University and the
Greater Louisville Classic this season,
and is expecting to beat her top timl~ at
the UE Invitational.
"I hope to run a much faster time
than last year at Evansville," Jones
said. "Last year at this time in the sea·
son, I was mentally out of it and had a
bad race, so this year I'm definitely
hoping to improve with a better mind·
set."
Junior Taylor Crawford, who !let a
18:33.01 second and finished first for
the Racers and seventh overall in last
year's UE lnvitation:tl, also expects a
~reat race.
If history is any indicator of the R:lcers' performance at the UE Invitation·
al. the women's team can be expected
to finish strong, as it finished first out
of 13 at last year's invitational and sec·

File photo

Junior Taylor Crawford trains at a practice last season.
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.·=#1 Texas Tech at Texas A&M.
'At21 Wake Forest at Maryland
#22 Vanderbilt at #10 Georgia
:·Ole Miss at #2 Alabama
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#12 Ohio St. at #20 Michigan St.
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Michigan at # 3 Penn St.
# 11 Missouri at #1 Texas
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~~ jj IT !TAITt WITII YOUI Dlfi!ION!.

:· ·DECIDE- to not allow others to pressure you into drinking or drinking
too much.
DECIDE- if, when, how much or how often you drink alcohol:
0if you are underage, pregnant, taking medication or driving
1no more than one drink per hour.
3-4
the total number of drinks on any one occasion.
1-2
no more than 1-2 times per week.
DECIDE-to keep safe by not drinking to excess, by not driving after
drinking and by not riding with a driver who has been drinking.
DECIDE-to protect your health, your academics, your friendships and
your future.

The decisions leading to a safe and
healthy future are up to you.

We are simply Christians without being
members ol any denomination.
We invne you to visn and study with us.
You too can be just a Christian.
Sunday Morning
Bible Study - 10 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Worship - 10:50 a.m.
Sunday Evening
Worship - 6 p.m.
Mon.- Fri. - 7 p.m. nightly

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
Oct. 19-25 ·

MO!T Mftl !nJD•n Mill •atTIIY
tiiOitl! IIUID'"C lltOIIOl U!l.

H

West Murray
. Church of Christ

94 West

641
D

o

Murray H. S.

a
n

West Murray
.........-Building

· : Statistic from MSU Spring 2008 National College Health Assessment (n=771).
:: ·For more information, contact: Judy.Lyle@MurrayState.edu or call270-809-3809.

';?tw: tk ·· ~ ~.

Comer of Doran Road and Holiday Drive In Mumy.
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, tum left,
go past Mumy High School
4th Street on the left Is Holiday Drive.

Information and logo courtesy of bacchusnetwork.org &
National Collegiate,Aicohol Awareness Week (NCAAW).

Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education

r

Holiday Dr.

Please call
270-753-3800 or
270-489-2207 for
more information or
transportation.
westrnurrraychurch.com
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Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays in Racer athl~tlcs. To submit a play for consideration in Hot Shots, contact
Alison Mugler at alison.mugler®murraystate.edu.

Metis~

DeYoung17he Nt!W'

~- Above: Senior libero Heather Norris
1

j

recorded her 1,995th career dig against Jacksonville State. making her the
all-time leader in Murray State history. Norris passed Kim Koehler, who held the record which stood for 18
years. Norris ended the weekend with 1,996 career digs.

1- Right: Sophomore goalie Tara Isbell was named Ohio Valley Conference Goalkeeper of the Week for the second

I, time this season. Isbell completed two shutouts last week against Jacksonville State (4-0) and Alabama A&M (0-

0) and recorded 16 saves during both games. She also earned the honor for the week of Sept. 30 and has two of
~the seven OVC hon.ors for Racer Soccer in 2008.

1
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Fully Fumished
Leather Living Room Furniture
High-rise beds
New Flooring
lfl(!lvlduat Contr~tcts (per ~room)
Private Bath

"~"~~•
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Rent Includes utifltles
PlURRAY
Expanded Cable
High-Speed Internet
All new~
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The Water Cooler
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
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CompUed by News EdltoT R.oblD Phelps

Presley names newborn twin girls
Lisa Marie Pres·
ley, 40, has named
her newborn twin
daughters
Finley
and Harper.
Cindy Guagenti,
the singer's publicist, confirmed the
names Tuesday, a
, week after Presley
gave birth by Cae·
sarean section.
Presley is the
daughter of Elvis
Presley and is mar·
ri~d to music producer Michael Lockwood. She was briefly married to Michael
Ja~kson and to Nicolas Cage.

•oespen te Housewives' actor inJured
The "Desperate Housewives" actor,
Gale Harold, was in critical condition
Wednesday after he crashed his motorcycle Tuesday, a hospital spokeswoman
said.
Harold plays Jackson, Susan Mayer's
(Teri Hatcher) boyfriend, on the ABC
show.
Publicist Nancy Seltzer said Wednesday
that Harold fractured his shoulder, and
"Housewives" creator and executive producer Marc Cherry said he apparently has
swelling on the brain but is expected to
recover.
', Harold was awaiting further tests at
USC Medical Center, spokeswoman Adel;lida De La Cerda said. She gave no further details on his injuries.
The character plays a pivotal role in the
fifth season's eighth episode, a November
&weeps installment which finds several

~~:::::~~.~:7c;.~~::~~"=~~~~

Photo wurtesy ot Alloy ME"di,l & Marketing

Mark Wahlberg (right) plays Max Payne, a man on a hunt to find the killer of his wife and child. Mila Kunis (left) plays a Russian mobster and Max's Jove Interest in the film. 'Max
Payne' comes out in theatres today.

1

Migraines sldellne Jackson

'Max Payne' stars discuss upcoming film
Whitney Harrod

The doctor has
again ordered Janet
Jackson to postpone
a return to her .
,"Rock Witchu" tour.
Jackson
was
· scheduled
to
• icsume her tour
::Monday night at the
~Turning
Stone
~sort in New York
plter canceling a
• show over the
Janet
·~9ekend in ConJackson
: xcticut.
.
:·~:She has since postponed several shows,
; iticluding one at Madison Square Garden
: in·New York. Promotors expect the shows
: to take place at a later date.
:--· Jackson was rushed to a hospital in
Montreal before 3 concert in late Septcmber after suffering pain from a migraine.
• Jackson is on her first North American
four in seven years.
;•

Features Editor

"Max Payne," the dark and mythical drama, brings video game adventures
to life. Starring Mark Wahlberg, Mila Kunis and Chris "Ludacris" Bridges,
the action-packed movie hits theatres nation-wide today.
Oscar nominee Wahlberg plays maverick cop Max Payne, :t mythic antihero who is determined to locate the murderer of his family and partner.
Consumed with revenge, Max embarks on a hellish journey into a dement·
ed underworld. During his adventures in, he banks forces both real and
beyond imagination.
In the movie directed by John Moore. Kunis plays Mona Sax, an attractive
Russian mobster and assassin. Bridges plays Internal Affairs Detective Jim
Bravura.
Here in a group interview, Wahlberg, Kunis and Bridges discuss how the
movie was filmed, how they physically and emotionally prepared for their
roles and how the they balanced hc~tic acting and music careers. Wahlberg
also discusses his feelings on a recent "SNI." skit.
Q; What attracted you to the rule of Max?
A: Mark Wahlberg: Well, I'd been looking to do something with some
action, some energy, some intensity. After doing "The Lovely Bones" and
doing M. Night's movie "The Happening" I definitely wanted to do some·
thing where I could really kinda go off. And I read the script before 1 real·
izcd it was based on a video game, and I just thought it was a nice fit for me.
Q; What sets Max Payne apart from all the other video game movies like
•t.fadoDDadlsclosesdivorcewithspouse "Tomb Raider," "Doom" and ''Hitman?"
• •. After
countless
A: Mark Wahlberg: I'm not really too familiar with those movies or those
denials of domestic
games. I didn't steer away because it was based on a video game. There was
trouble, Madonna
a bit of a red flag raised ju~t because the video games I grew up playing had
, QJld Guy Ritchie
no story whatsoever. I mean, 1 played PacMan and, like, Asteroids. So, I'm
: armounced Wednesnot really familiar with other games that were made into movies, I just real: (tay they are divorc·
ly liked the script. And then after realizing it was based on a video game, 1
: i~g after nearly eight
obviously wanted to do a little investigating, but J was surprised at how
: o/ears of marriage.
elaborate the story was and how cinematic the game itself was. But I really
The couple issued
didn't do too much research. or you know, I wasn't too concerned with what
a statement by their
other games ther made into films did or didn't do.
representatives askQ; What did you do to physically aml psychologically to prepare for the
[ng for respect from
role of Max Payne?
• fhe press for their
Madonna
A: Mark Wahlberg: Well, physically I didn't have to do all that much. I've
••
~~ ·1y •s sa ke.
been training to do a boxing movie for two years now, so I kind a came in
•· WJml
::::The couple has not agreed on a financial shape. And I've done a lot of weapons training in the past on other films, so
::settlement, and also must decide on child I'm very familiar with weapons. But psychologically, I would say I just had
::c~stody issues.
to put myself in that hcadspace of imagining that something horrific hap: :-.The couple are reportedly worth $525 pened to my family. Which is not a fun place to go, you know. I had to st:.ty
; : ~lllion, the bulk belonging to Madonna. in that space for the course of the 12 weeks of production.
: Ritchie has an estimated $35 million forQ; You've recently gotten into TV producing with shows like
: tunc. They own homes in London, Los "Entourage." Is that something you enjoy more than acting and want to con; Angeles and New York, and a retreat in tinue to pursue?
: Wiltshire.
A: Mark Wahlberg: Yc<th, that what I was going to say ... I think everyThe couple have two children: Rocco, 8, body's in their dorm room getting high watching "Entourage." They're not
: and David Banda, 3, who was adopted available for their questions an)'more. They're all eating mushrooms or
:• from Malawi in 2006. Madonna also has a something. Yeah, I love it. You know, obviously to be able to help guys who
·· u-year-old daughter, Lourdes, from her are really talented do their thing, and to be able to create in a different arena
relationship with personal trainer Carlos is fantastic.
Q; You've been in so many different movies. from the more dramatic, like
Leon.
"The Basketball Diaril•s" and your upc()ming film "The Lovely Bones." to the
heartfelt piece "I Heart Huckabecs," and your long list of action ftlms like
Reagan hospitaUzed for broken pelvis
"Max
Payne." What's your favorite genre of movie to be a part of and why?
Nancy Reagan suffered a broken pelvis
A: Mark Wahlberg: I like doing the exact opposite of what I did the last
~ in a fall at her home and will spend sever· 1
: al days in the hospital, her spokeswoman time around. I'm a "grass is always brreener on the other side" kind of guy,
so right now I'm looking for like a broad comedy or a romantic comedy,
: ~id Wednesday.
something
along those lines. Rut I'm really drawn to the kind of movies
:·::The 87-year-old former first Lady fell
which I see, which arc. you know, guys' guys, I love anti-heroes and crime
: ·b'St week, spokeswoman Joanne Drake
::said. She did not seek immediate medical saga.
Q; You said you did not and were not going to pi a~· the video game
: care but decided Monday to get checked
: out because of persistent pain, Drake said. because you have an addictive personality, and you didn't want it to take up
• Reagan broke her hip in that fall, but your time. Do you think the movie will appeal to fans of the game and pco: tests determined there was no fracture pie who don't play video games at all?
A: Mark Wahlberg: Well, first and foremost we wanted to satisfy the
: recovery expected within six to eight
diehard game fans, and hopefully it will draw a lot of other people to the film
weeks.
based on the images that they sc~· in the spots, and you know, maybe they'll
go
and watch and play the game after ... I'd love them to watch the movie
;:::

I

..

before they play the_.game.
Q; What were rour feelings on the "SNL" sketch from last week "Mark
Wahlberg Talks to Animals?"
A: Mark Wahlberg: WcU, it certainly wasn't as funny as Tina Fey doing
Sarah Palin. I haven't really watched "Saturday Night Live" for a while. I was
a big fan during the Eddie Murphy, Joe Piscopo days ... although I liked Will
Ferrell on that show. It was OK. It was kinda funny. It was funnier than that
movie he did, "Hot Shots'' (Moderator's Note: Mark Wahlberg is referring tp,
"Hot Rods," a 2007 film starring Andy Samberg.)
Q; You've recently done a lot of cop films. "The Departed," "We Own t~
Night'' now ''Max Payn~~." What draws you to play these types of characters:
A: Mark Wahlberg: Wdl. they're the only offers that I get. They're th~
only movies that they're offering me- either a crook or a cop. That's why
when I get offered to play like n science teacher or an astronaut, even
though I'm ?otwell suited for those .roles, I jump at the opportunity. So loof,
for me playmg a tax. attorney sometime soon!
•
Q; Chris, you've done voice-overs in some video games, and now you star
in a movie based on a video game. Is that on purpose? Have you played the
"Max Payne" game? If so, how close do you think the movie and the video
game are?
'
A: Chris ..Ludacris" Bridges: "Theater of the Mind," Nov. 25. Cop that. 1
definitely did get a chance to play the video game. I think that the whole sto.ryline of the movie is loosely based off the video game, but it takes it toil
whole other exciting and action-packed level. And as far as the other que~
tions are concerned, I've done voice-over work.l used to work on the r adiq,
so that's really where a lot of it came from. So, with that being said, I woul~
Jove to continu~: doing more stuff. l auditioned for the role, and I got the
part, and it was definitely written for a 60-year old white man at first. So,
you know, it'~ very ironic.
~
Qj What drew you to the role ofJim. because he seems like such contra~
to Ludacris the rapper th:1t cverybudy knows.
•
A: Chris • Ludacris" Bridges: Exactly. That is the exact reason why ;
choose roles like that to get away from the persona of I.udacris. Ludacris 1$
a character all wilhin itself. When I'm acting, I don't want.an yone to thin~
that I am Ludacris, and that is the e:xact reason why I do that. So, just trying
to not only surprise myself, but surprise everyone else and continue to
choose these diverse roles that let you know that I obviously must be actin~
because it's nothing like what the persona of Ludacris is. •
·•
Q; How did you guys shoot the "bullet time" sequences"? So Mark, wny
don't you ''"'0 ahead and answer that one if you can.
:·.
A: Mark Wahlberg: We actually didn't use any wires or anything. We usc!id
a new l.OOO·framcs-per·second camera, and I actually was just jumping off
a bunch of apple boxes and landing on my face or body. The great thirj
about it was that John ("Max Payne" director John Moore) is such a goofl
shooter that he really came up with new and cool ways to shoot all th'e
action. There's actually very little CGI in the movie aside from the demon;,
and the blowing up the roof of the building and aU of Mila's acting.
A: Chris "Ludacris• Bridges: The demons on the ceiling, those were actually Mila's bands doing that up against a light.
;
Q; You've become really well known for your comedic work in "Forge:.
ting Sarah Marshall," and "That 70s Show" and "Family Guy." What's with
the switch to drama? Was that a calculated move? How is it different from
the comedic work you've done and all that jazz?
:
A; Mila Kunis: 1 mean, no. It's :1s calculated as anything is. It's one of those
things where when you get the opportunity to do a movie like this, you jump
at the chance. It was different. It was challenging. There's actually no rc:r
son as to why I shouldn't have done it. It's not like l d id "Sarah Marshall!'
and thus made a conscious decision to be "Oh, the next film I do is going to
be an action movie starring Ludacris and Mark Wahlberg." It doesn't quite
work that way. 1 mean. yes, one day maybe, but at this very moment it just
kind of happened, and I couldn't have been more excited when it did.
Q; Is the Russian mobster character a stretch for you or do you enjoy playing a badass?
·
A; Mila Kunia: Well, it's amazing. When I was in the KGB, in the youth,
they taught me a lot. I got to really play off my personal experiences with
Put in. He really taught me well back in the mother country. No! I mean, of
course it's a stretch! Just because I'm from the f-n' country does not mea)l
... Sorry! I don't mean to curse! My bad! Just because I'm from the country,
I ... Yes. it was a stretch. Absolutely! Not speaking the language, but shooting guns ... Alright, I just got yeliL-d at for cursing. I'm so sorry! It's all Chris
Bridges' fault. I blame him.
Whitney Harrod can be r~ached at whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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'Rlaylist'
sprinkles
musical
poetry
intO
teen
flick
·.

paired with the music he manages to convey a
lot without saying much. One scene in particular. as he drives his car and tries to figu re out
where his head is at, is amazing. There's just
something in his eyes that stops you in your
tracks.
The movie is paced incredibly welt Every
time I started to think the story might begin to
drag, things were resolved and moved on. In
all, the movie works to keep your attention
without getting bogged down as might easily
happen in a ftlm with so many sub-plots.
Peppered throughout the movie are little
cameos. It's like eating a bag full of jellybeans
and randomly finding your absolute favorite
flavor. You still like the jellybeans. but the random great ones are nice little treats. Seth Meyers and Andy Samberg from "Saturday Night
live" put in appearances. John Cho from
.. Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle" also
shows up once.
That said, the movie probably isn't for everyone. It can easily come across as pretentious
and, ironically, more pretentious music snobs
argue the movie whores out the indie music
that forms the backbone of the film. U you let
that convince you to skip the movie, however,
then you're missing out The film delivers a
genuine story full of very real characters who
all have something to say, if you're willing to
listen.
"Nick and Norah's lnfmite Playlist" has a
runtime of 90 minutes and is rated PG-13 for
mature thematic material including teen drinking. sexuality, language and crude behavior.

Co4i': Arant

..

Staff:'!'riter
At:first, "Nick and Norah's Infmite Playlist"
feels:horribly familiar.
Tl!e first shot in the movie is Michael Cera
on ·the phone, being awkward. The opening
credits are scribbled across the screen like doodles in a high schooler's notebook. That's when
it hits you: Oh, I see what they did there, like
"Juno:• No, I get it, the comparisons abound.
Reviewers galore just draw parallels between
the two movies.
.
Please, don't make the mistake of writing this
fUm off because it warrants your attention.
"NiCk and Norah's infinite Playlist" is a story
about a boy and a girl and the wild night that
pushe:; them inexorably closer to one another.
Nick" (Cera) just got dumped by Tris (Alexis
Dzicna). Tris tore Nick's heart out of his chest
and stomped on it, laughing all the while. Mter
a month of pining, Nick's friends and band· •
mates Thorn (Aaron Yoo) and Dev (Rafi
Gavron), talk him into playing a gig with them
in the city.
Trfs trashes the mixed CDs Nick continues
to make her, but Norah (Kat Dennings) bas
been rescuing the collections from the garbage
can. She describes Nick as her "musical soulmate."
The two meet at the gig when Norah asks
Nick to be her boyfriend for five minutes to
convince Tris she didn't come alone. From
here, the plot gets a little convoluted, with
diverging story lines that keep coming back to
everyone trying to find this band called
Photo 'ourtesy ol hollywood.com
Where's Fluffy.
Norah
(Kat
Dennlnos>
and
N
ick
(M
ichael
C
era)
search
for
love,
friends
and
their
favorite band In this muslc·dri·
One of the most important parts of the movie
ven
flick.
The
soundtradt
features
artists
such
as
Band
of
Horses
and
V
ampire
W
eel<end.
is the music, as one might expect. Both Nick
I have to make a Little confession. I'm one of
there's a few parts where they fudge it to make
and Norah are incredibly musically minded '
those pretentious hipsters when it comes to
it work better for the movie, but for the most
characters.
music. I have driven hours to sec obscure indic
part [he things that happen seem like the things
The soundtrack serves as a sort of mix tape
bands play acoustic sets. I never tell people my
that would happen if I were dropped into the
for the movie, featuring a plethora of obscure
favorite bands because I just know they've
same situation.
indie-minded rock bands, including Bishop
never heard of them. I've hung out in hole-inOn that note. the acting in the movie is, for
Allen, Vampire Weekend, We are Scientists
the most part. superb. With Michael Cera, you
the-wall bars to see bands.
and Band of Horses. Each song is perfectly fitSo, maybt~ it's just because that's my scene,
go in thinking you know exactly what to
ted to the scene it backs up, to the point the
but "'Nick and Norah's" rang incredibly true to
expect: If you've seen him in anything, you've
music is inextricably intertwined with the
me. The movie just seems so genuine. The
seen him in everything.
movie. The music ties everything together,
characters all remind me of people I've known.
This film brings out the best in him. He stays
functioning as a sort of lyrical poetry, saying
The plot seems fairly feasible to me. Sure.
silent for a surprising amount of the mov!e, but
thing~ that are hard to say.
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Cody Arant can be reached at cody.arant
@murraystate.edu.
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Zero tickets: Save your cash
One ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on your iPhone
Three tickets: Head to the box office
Four tickets: A future classic

Authentic atmosphere provides pleasant Taiwanese experience ,
KeUyMacldn

bas continued steadily increasing,
Apichai Charnpanichkarn, Jasmine's
owner
"It's helped a little bit for some
peopl~ who want to have a glass of
wine when they have dinner,"
Champanichl<arn said. He came to
the U.S. from Thailand in 2001 to
attend Murray State.
Charnpanichkarn, who goes by
"Art," opened the restaurant in May
2006 after earning his MBA the previous year. The restaurant receives
most of its business in the evenings.
Customers often make weekend
reservations and according to Art,
business has increased 30 percent in
the past year.
My server brought my order, a
plate piled high with lightly colored
noodles interspersed with delicate
slices of carrot, red bell pepper,
onion, mushroom and baby corn.
What the drunken noodles lacked
in their bland color, they made up for
in the intense spice of the Thai
chilies, which heated my mouth
intermittently with each bite.
The noodles were extremely saturated and coated my mouth in a slick
oil But they would have done better

Contributing writer
The earthy-meetschic atmosphere
of Thai and
. sushi bars at
Jasmine's is
thefirstthingi
noticed upon
the
entering
building. From
the natural wood
floors and walls to the Asian-style
lantern lighting, the atmosphere is
comfortable.
Most of the food at Jasmine, I discovered, is cooked by stir· or deep·
frying or steaming, although more
focus seems placed on spices and
seasonings than on the use of cooking oils.
I ordered the Drunken Noodle
dish with tofu, on the recommendation of my server, who noted the
popularity of my selection. The staff
is extremely eager to help customers
select a meal, especially those unfamiliar with Thai cuisine.
After acquiring a liquor license
about a year ago, Jasmine's business

TbeHot
Plate

to include more of the vegetables
advertised on the Thai menu. The
fresh basil was apparent and addl•d a
subtle fragrant aspe~:t to the dish
Jasmine has an excellent s ushi
selection, and Art sent over a Green
Dragon "special roll,'' which is composed of fried shrimp (tempura),
asparagus, cream cheese. scallions
and masago, a s picy mayonnaise
sauce used in several of the restaurant's sushi selections.
The beautiful roll was topped with
fanned slices of avocado and a drizzle of sweet eel sauce and the flavor
was fresh and savory.
Art informed me the fish for the
variety of sushi and sashimi prepared at Jasmine is flown in once a
week from a company in Chicago,
which receives its products from a
variety of locales.
Art stressed the positive hl~alth
aspects of a diet including Thai
foods and sushi, but he noted different dishes arc popular with different
people.
For less adventurous caters, Jasmine offers a variety of stir fried vegetables. meat and poultry dishes, as
well as red and grcl'n curry, cooked

Lauren Bell/ The NP.ws

Christopher Woody, senior from Bruceton, Tenn., eats an authentic dish at Jasmine.
which .recently moved to Waterfield
Ubrary, now receives an order of
seven rolls a day.
Jasmine is open daily for lunch and
dinner. Lunch entrees are $6-lS. Dinner entrees are $8-20.

seafood, steak and even time-honored chicken fingers for the very traditional.
Art said Jasmine has recently
expanded to a partnership with Murray State permitting the sale of sushi
rolls on campus with student meal
plnns. The Faculty Hall food cart,

Kelly Mackin can be reached at
kelly.mackin@murraystate.edu.
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Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g_o to a
good hC?mer
Trying to rent an
apartment?
Looking for a
roommate?
job
Have
a
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in "Friday's
paper or online at
thenews.org .
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Ads may be submitted in
W ilson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, clo

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu

Plar more Sudoku and Win prizes at·

The Murray State News,

,For more information
• call 809-4478.

PRIZESUDOKU.co~
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the news

• .A

Tyler Paschall, junior from Hazel, Ky., and Tim Sparks. freshman from Crestwood, Ky., participate in Monday's death at Dusk. Fencers participating In the event were required to have a pseudonym and the losing dueler was forcef , •• •
to die in adramatic manner following the match.
•
• :.~

Fencing club takes stab at duels, theatrical deaths}·:;
'

Laura Cash
Staff writer
And the music starts.
"I can ride my clank with no handle- clank.
No clank·cl:mk-bars. Clank-handle-clank."
Flobots' song "Handlebars" plays in the background while a masked man with his tipped
sword lunges toward his opponent; another
masked fi!,'\1 re retreats.
All eyes arc on the pair, consciously judging
and critiquing while completely mesmerized
by the suited fightl.'rs.
Suddt..'nly, applause breaks loose from somewhere in the back of the rectangle-shaped
room.
"Good job, guys," Matt Spalding, president of
Murray State's Fencing Club, said with a wide
smile.
He directs the once-captivated club members to spread out in the close quarters for
more warm-up exercises. The participants
obey and form two spacious lines.
Another club member strolls to the front of
the room anJ faces the other outfitted members.
"Advance," he shouts, and the members

react. "Retreat! Advance! Crossover retreat!
hers to learn basic tactics and awkward attacks.
Advance! Lunge!"
These companies duel for team points and
The men and women try intently to keep
individual points.
"The winning company wins a pizza party,"
pace with his commands. It is now easy to tell
Spalding said.
the experienced club members from those just
beginning.
A piece of equipment is purchased for the
In the back of the room, close to the door, a
highest point member.
There are niany point. opportunities for
young woman privately instructs another
woman. The onc•on-one lesson started 30 minmembers, including attendance to weekly
meetings. duels, games like Capture the Flag
utes ago.
Though the Murray State Fencing Club
and King of the Hill - aJI fencing versions - and
began in 1972, Spalding said the actual act of
a notorious event called Death at Dusk.
fencing dates back to ancient Egypt and migratThis past Monday night marked the infamous event. held in lieu of Spalding's main goal
ed to other parts of the world, evolving through
for the dub: To promote the sport of fencing
tho centuries.
on Murray State's campus and on other cam"Shorter blades were used to get between the
cracks of armor to the joints," Spalding said.
puses.
This event has traditionally occurred on the
The Fencing Club members refer to their
bridge linking the residential colleges to the
weapon of choice as a sword - a long, thin.
metal blade with a shield over the gripped end
rest of campus.
,
to provide protecti(m and a better grasp.
This year. however, an overwhelming
The club is split Into three companies who
amount of participants and spectators actually
compete with one another throughout the ---cm7S'ed the bricked-bridge to shake:Because-of
semester. The Turtles are best known for their
the danger. the event was moved to Elizabeth
College's ampitheater.
defensive teachings; the Mizu relates the ebb
and flow of fencing to their skills; and the
Death at Dusk participants must have a pseuImmortals incorporate all left-handed mem·
donym for the event and, in the unfortunate

a'.;
•

•I'

event of losing, the losing dueler must die
dramatic death.
Jamie Houston, senior from Louisville, ~y, . .. •
said the elaborate deaths were the best parl. .. .... ,
"Plus, who can resist a sword fight?" Houston .,~
said.
This year's champion was Mary Colem;m,. ..
who joined the club a year ago.
-~· ,.,
Spalding said the lnst duel lasted so long thi!J •• spectators joked about. calling future cve!)t~ - ..
Death at Dawn.
. -, .. ~
He said this year's competition went smootn·
ly and was really fun.
.
"There were really good deaths, very theat:ri! ·.
cal," Spalding said.
• - •,
The club is funded through membershiP dues, which are $15 per semester. and througQ ·::t
fundraisers.
.. ,
Spalding said the club isn't about money and
practice. It's about improving fencing skills
while have fun.
The club meets on Mondays and Thursdays
from 8"to 10 p.m; on the :second n~of'rtlle
Carr Health building. No e:o:pcrience is nec($sary; equipment and instruction arc provided,

Laura Cash can be reached at laura.casli@)
murraystate.edu.
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The ladies of Alpha Delta Pi cordially invite the followin9 men :> ·

.•.•...
-

Aaron Like
Adam Prescott
Alan Cobourn
Aiex Kursave
Andrew Deigal
Andrew Hill
Andrew Meade
Andy Scott
Angel Arias
Austm Conrad
Bart Morgan
Ben Taylor
Blake Garcia
Blake Lencki
Bradley Loftus
BrianKute
Caleb Higginbottom
Casey Moser
Chr1s Bowers
Chrts Muncie
Cl1r1s "Walleye" Podunajec
Chr1s Powell

Christian Klaas
Clint Edge
Cody Gray
CodyWilhs
Cole Stevens
Colton Gray
Corey "Jockey" Gray
Cory Balthrop
Coul Holloran
Cyrus Hines
Daniel Wtllett
Dave Normansell
David Columbia
Derrick "D-Rod" Bradshaw
Devin Lancaster
Doug Dowell
Drew Nelson
Dustin Blue
Dustin Purshue
Enc Dtu1sford
Ertc Ennis
Eric Omella

a Delta Pi

liNI<\l r·ORf VFR. SIN( E1851.

Ethan Williams
Graham Carlton
Graham Kuussalo
Grant Masterson
Jacob Clinard
Jacob Hagen
Jacob Saylor
Jake Banks
James Simpson
James Washburn
Jared Gawthorp
Jared Renner
Jason Murphy
Jeremy Burris
Jeremy Burkeen
Jeremy York
Jerrod Hagan
Joe Jackson
John Anthony Stacy Jr
John Balbach
Jon Oliver
Ja-dan Amdell

Jordan Clinton
Jordan Coomes
J ocdan Roberts
Luke Arnold
Luke Weddle
Mark Ashley
Matt Beeler
Matt Ellis
Matt Henry
Matt Kasten
Matt Mothersbaugh
Matt Scott
Jordan Sharp
Jordan Turnage
Josh ''Sloppy Joe" Johnson
Josh Franklm
JoshR
Josh Saylor
Josiah Garvey
Justin Greer
Kenneth Burgess
Kent Erwin

Kevin Dame
Kyle Sindle
Kyle Tanner
Logan Nasseri
Max Arnold
Micah Brame
Michael Brinkman
Michael Fuehne
Mike Perkins
Nathan Campbell
Nathan Cottrell
Nick Bagby
Nick Pate
Omaun Covington
Paul Lewis
Peter Welsh
Philip Berardi
Qumtin Rowland
Robert Coates
Ryan Martin
RyanMowr
Ryan Rohleder

Ryan Schuler
Ryan Williams
Scott Moyes
Sean Espmal
Sean Walker
Seth Mcintyre
Seth Waldrop
Shawn Bishop
Shawn Bruce
Tayler Brehm
TtmEason
Tom Haley
Tomi Elelu
Travis Bradley
Tyler Brockman
Tyler Geib
Wes Edwards
Wesley Juenger
WtllPttman
WtlsonAina
Zachary Ryan McG11l
Zach Wipfler

October 24, 2oo8
Bpm to midni9ht
Murray Banquet C~nter
Camo attire is required
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Student Free I D Days

2008-09 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges

Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
116 Ordway Hall809-6831
or on-line at:

Update your Racercard from
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Oct~ 28, 29 and 30
in the Racercard Office .
located on the first floo_, of.
the Curris Center.

mlKraystate.edu/secsv/
whoswho/whowho.pdf
Deadline:
Oct. 31 , 2008
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December 2008,
May or August 2009;
Demonstrated Campus and
Community leadership
and Involvement

sxc.hu

Criteria for Replacement:
• Must turn in current Racercard.
• Offer not valid for lost cards.
Who Qualifies for a
$1 PABST BLUE RIBBON MON.- WED.
Oct. 21

Oct. 23
CD release party. for

Special Tuesday Night Show

The Great Gatsby

Shady Grove
OlllL' 10111 ll\ IHJI\J( l'.

T\\ll'ol'hlll
Comhuk hoard' k.ttllr\·d

1111

(HECK OUT OUR WEB

till' dl'li-.

\lo11. \\.l'd
ll.dl ldl ,1 ~.tllk lll llllllllnk.

SITE FOR BAND UPDATES AND .INFORMATION
bigapple murray.com

replacement Racercard7
• All full- and part-time students.
• Old style card design.
Card damaged by normal wear and tear,
• Photo not clearly usable for 10 purposes.
• Updated Residential College membership.

